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Poker Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

  

  1. Where was poker invented?

Germany

United States

United Kingdom

2. When was poker invented?

19th century

17th century

16th century
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3. What is the poker hand containing five cards of the same rank called?

Full palm

Straight flush

Five of a kind

4. There are how many possible full house hands could be while using a standard 52-card deck?

3644

3544

3744

5. In which poker variant players are dealt a complete hidden hand and then improve it by replacing cards?

Texas hold 'em

Draw poker

H.O.R.S.E.

6. What is the maximum possible number of people in poker game?

3

6

7

7. How many cards are dealt to each player in Texas hold 'em?

3

4

2

8. Who created Pai gow poker?

Sam Torosian

Blake White

Colin Rivera

9. What is the sum of money that players wager during a single poker game called?
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Jackpot

Vault

Pot

10. Which of the following poker hands is harder to get?

Straight Flush

Full House

Flush
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Poker Quiz: Trivia Questions and Answers

Right answers

  1. Where was poker invented?
  United States
  2. When was poker invented?
  19th century
  3. What is the poker hand containing five cards of the same rank called?
  Five of a kind
  4. There are how many possible full house hands could be while using a standard 52-card deck?
  3744
  5. In which poker variant players are dealt a complete hidden hand and then improve it by replacing
cards?
  Draw poker
  6. What is the maximum possible number of people in poker game?
  7
  7. How many cards are dealt to each player in Texas hold 'em?
  2
  8. Who created Pai gow poker?
  Sam Torosian
  9. What is the sum of money that players wager during a single poker game called?
  Pot
  10. Which of the following poker hands is harder to get?
  Straight Flush
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